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Jet-Tech Fuel-Prep is designed to protect your engine, carb and
fuel system so you get maximum performance from your race fuel, used
in conjunction with the Jet-Tech software for optimum jetting and
setup, it’s proved time and time again to be the perfect race winning
combination.
Jet-Tech Motorsport have spent years developing a range of race wining
software but sometimes its customer’s efforts are frustrated on race
weekends by poor fuel quality, which has been contaminated at source
by poor storage conditions in underground petrol station fuel tanks.
From the moment your race fuel is made at the refinery it is either stored
or transported in metal fuel tanks. And unless these tanks are filled to the
very top with no free air space (which they never are) condensation will
form contaminating your race fuel, in addition, minute flakes of rust and
metal oxide falling off the inside of these tanks will also contaminate your
fuel.
All of the Jet-Tech software products continually monitor weather
conditions and come with a built in carb ice warning message, the
software help files explain that carb-ice will form more readily using any
minute particles found in your fuel as a nucleus for this formation, any
traces of water in your fuel just make things 10 times worst, all adding to
your race day problems.
Why should you use Jet-Tech Fuel-Prep? Well if you are not convinced already, and you should be! Try pouring
some water into your existing fuel funnel/filter system, if it will not pass through then your race engines are well
protected. If it drains straight into your fuel tank then let me ask you a question. Why are you prepared to take th e
chance of using contaminated fuel?

Now tell your driver!

Not only will water be entering your fuel system and carb but along with it, will be all the minute particles that will
eventually reduce your engine’s performance, leading to reliability problems and at worst another expensive engine
rebuild.
This fuel preparation system was developed for the US defence program to protect the lives of the armed forces that
rely on all of their engines to keep going flat out in all conditions. It is made for us by the leading manufacturer of this
space-age technology, who has tested this product in the world’s most hostile environments.
You spend hours race-prepping your engine and chassis, now with Jet-Tech Fuel-Prep you can race-prep your
fuel in minutes, equipped with a filter element fine enough to stop water flowing through into your fuel system you
can be sure that never again are water, dirt and other fuel contaminates going to ruin your race weekend or your
highly tuned race engines.

Jet-Tech – the ultimate carburettor jetting and kart setup software.
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